
ANDREW WK
WHO KNOWS?
MVD
God I loved this guy, he had boundless energy and
just about the most positive attitude of any rocker.
When you saw him live, you got one of the most
amped-up, high energy, good times you’ve ever
been witness to. Now, the vaults have opened and you get a smatter-
ing of some of the best live performances from 2000 to 2004. All the
hits are here, including “Party Hard,” “We Want Fun,” “I Get Wet,”
and “It’s Time to Party.” 16 cuts in all, plus 5.1 surround sound, spe-
cial features and bonus footage. 

THE CROWN
14 YEARS OF NO TOMORROW
Metal Blade
I’ve been a metal fan for a looong time. It started
with Slayer, Metallica, and Carcass, and has
included everyone from Slipknot to Fear Factory.
With the exception of Slayer, no one has EVER hit
me harder than The Crown. Sadly, they’ve called
it a day, but we’ve been blessed with a most fitting
epitaph – a triple DVD that contains a wealth of content. Disc one is
a documentary, getting all the behind the scenes looks at what made
and drove them, and does not pull any punches. Disc two is jammed
with four live concerts, some with ok audio and some with fantastic
quality, from smaller shows to huge European festivals. Disc three is
a bootleg compilation, and all in all you get almost 60(!) live per-
formances of some of the best metal the world will ever know.
Seeing how adept they were at delivering blistering speed and tight-
ness is mind blowing. RIP, my friends.

MEGADETH
ARSENAL OF MEGADETH
Capitol Records

This is the absolutely the most compre-
hensive, exhaustive collection EVER put
onto DVD. 2 DVD’s to be exact, as
there isn’t any way they could have fit
all of it onto one. You get the mother-
load, 20 videos including “Peace Sells,”
“In My Darkest Hour,” “Anarchy in the
UK,” “Holy Wars,” “Go To Hell,” and
tons more, some that we didn’t even know existed. There’s
rare concert footage that has never seen the light of day,
including Clash of the Titans and Gigantour clips, and a rare
acoustic performance from Argentina. Also included are
interviews culled from 12 years, TV appearances, promos,
candid on the road clips, unseen material from Dave’s per-
sonal stash, and hidden treasures of Megadeth in rehearsal
and on the video set. Needless to say this is a must have for
any fan.

MOTORHEAD
STAGE FRIGHT
SPV
These guys need no introduction, they are
one of the very few bands still standing and
still true to how they started. This 2 disc col-
lection is a mind blowing 245 minutes of
footage, and is packed with TONS of extras.
There has never been a more complete package released for these
mega-ton rockers, who seem to be in the prime of their life. Set
includes classics “Ace of Spades,” “No Class,” “Overkill,” and “Killed
By Death,” plus new songs and a rare performance of “Dancing On
Your Grave,” all in 5.1 surround sound, filmed at a packed house in
Germany(and you know that crowd is crazy.) Extras comprise multi
angle feature, audio commentary, an LA special, making of footage,
road crew spotlights, a slide show, and the infamous back stage rider.
Disc 2 doubles as a CD ROM and has even more stuff like ring-
tones, wall paper and a slide show. Don’t own this? What the fuck
are you waiting for??

THE PSYCHOBILLY SICKNESS
EPISODE I
Hairball 8 Records
What is psychobilly? This will tell you every-
thing you need to know. The “Sickness” is a
sub cultural documentary that details how it all
started, who’s who in the scene, what’s behind
the fashion, and contains tons of cameos. The
list is long, but the highlights are Concombre
Zombi, Nick 13 from Tiger Army, The Koffin
Kats, The Meteors(they started it all,) Phantom Rockers and The
Flametrick Subs. Within the hour you’ll also get a collection of inter-
views, photos, and live footage. This genre of stand up bass, 50’s nos-
talgia, dark humor and tattoos is here to stay. 

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
A PUNK ROCK ANTHOLOGY
MVD
And when they say punk, they mean the real
deal. This is a collection of 20 of the most
influential artists that shaped the scene back in
the day. You won’t find all of this together on
anything else – Re-live the anarchy with Dead
Boys, UK Subs, Germs, Iggy & The Stooges,
The Adicts, Buzzcocks, Exploited,
Subhumans, Generation X, Toy Dolls, GBH,
Sham 69, and more. There is also a rare spot
of Marky Ramone speaking about his legendary band. Although
watching this will make you yearn for the good old days of punk
rock. 

NOW ON DVD


